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The UN Special Rapporteur on Human Rights in Iran, Ahmed Shaheed, presented one of his reports on
the parlous state of Iran’s human rights situaon to the UN Human Rights Council on the 14th of March.
Unsurprisingly, it elicited widespread condemnaon from Iranian oﬃcials who have yet to grant Shaheed
permission to visit the country. Yet, in stark contrast to the public congeniality that accompanies the nuclear
negoaons, the cricism of Shaheed has long been vitriolic and involved ad hominem aacks on Shaheed’s
competency and subjecvity. One Iranian parliamentarian even went so far as to allege that Shaheed was
quite clearly a Mossad/CIA agent.1 In a similar vein, Catherine Ashton’s decision to meet with Iranian acvists
during her recent visit to Iran also drew Iranian derision. The subsequent move by the European Parliament
to censure Iran for its connued human rights abuses, was dismissed as irrelevant by Ali Akbar Velaya,2 one
me foreign minister and now advisor to the Supreme Leader, as well as the current Foreign Minister, Javad
Zarif, who complained that the European Parliament was in ‘no posion’ to preach to other countries about
human rights.3
Iranian oﬃcials have long been sensive to cricisms over human rights and regularly charged that Western
oﬃcials, and by extension the internaonal community, is guilty of double standards and hypocrisy when
dealing with Iran. In this respect, oﬃcials in the Islamic Republic share a similar approach with the monarchy
they overthrew, while conveniently ignoring Western cricisms of the Shah’s human rights abuses to stress
instead Western complicity in the Shah’s autocracy.4 Indeed, the focus of their dialogue is almost exclusively
internaonal rather than domesc with an emphasis on the injusce (hypocrisy) of the internaonal order
rather than on domesc injusces; with the convenient consequence that the tables can be turned on the
very Western countries who are able to exercise power on the internaonal stage.
With this focus in mind, ‘Iran’ becomes the vicm of an unjust internaonal order, whereas the ‘Iranians’
themselves are eﬀecvely marginalised out of the debate. Thus, when Foreign Minister Zarif explained that
Iranians had been ﬁghng against ‘tyranny’ for a hundred years in order to protect their dignity and ‘free
will’ (which he added for good measure, was in their DNA), his focus was the internaonal order, not the
domesc realies of autocracy.5 Similarly, the target of the Islamic revoluon was never principally the Shah,
but the hypocrical internaonal order that sustained him. In a curious inversion of the dialogue on rights, it
is the state – and its (self-appointed) representaves – that enjoy rights, not the people that constute that
state, whose rights, if they are ever recognised, are subsumed within the interests of the body polic, and
defer to it. A liberal dose of xenophobic naonalist rhetoric ensures that such deference is sustained. Thus
Iranians are surprisingly quick to assert the ‘rights’ of Iran to enrich uranium enshrined in an internaonal
treaty that Iranian oﬃcials stress, Iran was among the ﬁrst to sign. However, they are seemingly ignorant – or
disinterested – in the fact that Iran was not only among the countries that voted in favour of the adopon of
the UN’s universal declaraon of Human Rights in 1948, it was a among a handful of representave countries
that sat on the commission that shaped it.
Of course, a frequent refrain heard from Iranian oﬃcials is that the discourse on human rights is a
quintessenally western one with lile immediate relevance to countries which do not share the cultural
tradions of the west. The aempt to impose those values is therefore seen as, at best, an exercise in naïve
orientalism and, at worst, cultural imperialism. Yet the vigour with which Iranian oﬃcials argue for Iran’s
rights as a state, and in parcular, Iran’s ‘inalienable’ rights, suggests that their approach to the discourse is
as selecve as those of the west that they choose to cricise and that they are just as apt to use ideas when
it suits them as discard them when they become inconvenient. Moreover, it highlights the fact that such
ideas are not as alien to their worldview as they might occasionally argue.
The noon of rights and their conceptualisaon as inalienable or ‘natural’ rights inherent to all, was of course
a product of the intellectual (radical) Enlightenment that transformed European atudes to state and society
in the 18th century. Drawing on a cosmopolitan humanist tradion (oen sourced from the east), European
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thinkers reimagined polical relaons with the individual ‘cizen’ at its heart. Cizens parcipated in a social
contract by which they performed their dues and obligaons in return for the recognion of certain rights
which protected their dignity and above all their liberty against the power of the state (such language, even
if misapplied, is clearly not unfamiliar to Iranian oﬃcials such as Zarif). Such ideas, most obviously the rule
of the law, the rights of the individual and the constuonal limitaons on the power of the state, were all
introduced into Iran in the 19th century and became a polical reality during the Constuonal Revoluon of
1906.
This was the Enlightenment project writ large and Iranian intellectuals energecally sought to shape a
constuon and educate their masters. Given the task ahead of them and the short me win which they
had to accomplish it, it was an ambion fraught with danger and perhaps doomed to fail in a praccal
sense. However, it succeeded in introducing radical ideas into Iranian polical culture in large part because
Iranian intellectuals sought to marry these ideas to Iranian tradions. One of these was the concept of rights,
and one parcularly illuminang book dated to 1907 sought to educate Iran’s new parliamentarians with
regard to the rights and dues of the state, the role of parliament and perhaps most strikingly, the rights
of the cizen. It argued that these rights could be broadly divided into freedom (the right to life; the right
to property; the right to a home; the right to work; the right to belief; the right to thought; the right to
gather and to form an associaon; the right to educaon; and the right to protest/peon) and equality,
by which it meant equality before the law, taxaon, employment and the courts.6 Drawing on the Iranian
historical experience and her mythological inheritance, intellectuals argued to good eﬀect that these ideas
had tradional roots but had been re-arculated for the contemporary age. A key theme in this respect
was that of liberty and enlightenment – moving from darkness to light in both a polical and social sense –
drawing on mofs that would have been familiar to Iranians from their mythological inheritance, stressing an
inherent ‘contract’ between the rulers and the ruled that belied western concepons of ‘Oriental desposm’.
Tragically, these ideas have to become instuonalised within Iranian polical culture and successive states
have emphasised the rights of the government and the state – and their right to interpret and represent
it – rather than arculate a coherent legal framework for the cizens of the state. But that is not to say
that the ideas remain alien or absent from that polical culture and the ﬁght for rights has been at the
forefront of a series of polical movements and uprisings throughout the tweneth century – oen looking
to the Constuonal Revoluon for their inspiraon. Thus the Islamic Revoluon itself was in part fought
for the establishment of rights, though people soon found that their own rights soon clashed to their
detriment with the rights of ‘God’, as deﬁned by his representaves on earth. The Reform Movement that
catapulted Mohammad Khatami to the Presidency in 1997 was likewise determined by ideas of ‘civil society’.
Rouhani too, dramacally seized the Presidency in June 2013 on a plaorm of ‘de-securising’ polics, and
instuonalising peoples’ rights that had been enshrined in the constuon but long neglected.
That his message should have struck such a chord among the populace, is a reminder, if one were ever
needed, that such ideas are neither alien nor absent from the public consciousness. That resistance from
the authoritarian establishment remains severe is also apparent from the reacon to these ideas and most
obviously President Rouhani’s rather tepid discussion document entled the ‘Cizen’s Charter’.7 This charter
has created a good deal of hope both in Iran and abroad. But the ‘rights’ enshrined in this document, which
has irritated many of the country’s lawyers, are so heavily caveated and dependent on the goodwill and
judgement of the Supreme Leader, that they can hardly be deemed either natural or inalienable. In short,
these are not the language of ‘rights’ as normally understood, and certainly not the rights aﬀorded to the
State. There is, as the country’s lawyers admit, a good deal of work to be done not, only in a legal sense but
in a cultural one. Yet the persistence of these ideas give cause for some cauous opmism especially when
one considers that successive Iranian governments have sought inspiraon in this regard from their own
historical and cultural experiences. Rouhani’s ‘charter’ is a direct allusion to an earlier charter much idolised
by Iranians, the charter (manshor) of Cyrus the Great, reproduced on the Cyrus Cylinder, perhaps the nearest
thing to an Iranian ‘Magna Carta’ – complete with associated myths of emancipaon, liberty and the rights of
the individual. Lile maer that the history may be somewhat more contenous, the reality is that the cult
of Cyrus has survived the Islamic Revoluon reinvigorated and emblemac of so much that should be in the
Iranian body polic. And there is nothing ‘western’ about Cyrus.
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The contemporary discourse on rights undoubtedly has its roots in the European Enlightenment but the ideas
it embodies are neither alien nor absent in the experiences of the Iranian world. Earlier polical acvists
understood this and also recognised that for ideas to take root they must be planted in ground that is
familiar. Successive governments, jealous of their powers, have resisted this development, falsely assuming
that the instuonalisaon of rights will diminish their power, as opposed to enhancing the authority of the
state. But the persistence of these ideas shows that they do enjoy cultural resonance with powerful echoes
in Iranian literature and culture.
World leaders have become fond of quong the 13th century Persian poet Saadi’s poem on the fact that
‘the children of Adam are limbs of one another, having been created of one essence’, as they pursue beer
relaons with one-me foes. They would do as well to complete Saadi’s aphorism and the central point of his
poem that, ‘when calamity aﬄicts one limb, the other limbs cannot remain at rest. If you have no sympathy
for the troubles of others, you are unworthy to be called by the name of man.’ The poem in fact graces the
entrance of the UN building in New York; a gi from the Iranians to the new internaonal organisaon of
which Iran was a founding member. A point worth remembering.
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